Retrosynthesis is the process of recursively decomposing target molecules into available building blocks. Computer-aided retrosynthesis can potentially assist chemists in designing synthetic routes; however, at present, it is cumbersome and lacks interpretability behind their predictions. In this study, we devise a novel template-free model for retrosynthetic expansion by automating the procedure that chemists used to do. Our method plans synthesis in two steps, by first identifying the potential disconnection bonds of the molecule graph with a graph neural network and thereafter generating synthons according to the identified disconnection bonds of the target molecule graph, and then predicting the associated reactants SMILES based on the obtained synthons with a reactant prediction model. While outperforming previous state-of-the-art baselines by a significant margin on the benchmark datasets, our model also provides predictions with high diversity and chemically reasonable interpretation.
Introduction
Retrosynthesis to a desired compound is commonly constructed by recursively decomposing it into a set of available reaction building blocks. This analysis mode was formalized in the pioneering work [1] [2] and now becomes one of the fundamental modules of modern chemical society. This process is challenging, in part due to the size of the search space and incomplete understanding of the reaction mechanism. Typically, retrosynthesis is undertaken by human experts, and therefore it is a subjective process and requires the expertise and experience.
The formulation of retrosynthesis can be decomposed into two sub-tasks [1] [3] : (i) Breaking down the given target molecule into a set of corrupted units, which are also known as synthons. (ii) Calibrating the predicted synthons into a set of reactants, each of which corresponds to an available molecule. Since a molecule may has lots of possible retrosynthetic routes, it is challenging to select the most appropriate one since the feasibility of a route is often determined by the global chemical structure of the molecule.
To this end, many computational methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have been developed to assist in designing synthetic routes for novel molecules, among which most are dependent on hand-coded reaction templates. However, it is not practical to manually encode all the synthesis routes considering the exponential growth in the number of published reactions. Recently, some template-based methods [6] [8] [9] propose to automatically extract reaction templates from the reaction databases and choose appropriate rules for the selected templates to apply to the target molecules. The key process of these approaches is to select relevant templates for target molecules. However, these methods rely heavily on the predefined atom dictionary to map atoms between reactants and products, which is still a nontrivial problem [10] [11] . Furthermore, commonly used tools to identify the atom-mapping are based on databases of expert rules and templates, which seems to get stuck in an infinite loop [12] . What is worse, template-based models can only infer reactions within the chemical space covered by the template's database, and they are restrained from discovering novel chemistry [13] .
On the other hand, some research [7] [14] also attempts to use a SMILES sequence representation for the reactants and products, and they simply treat the retrosynthesis as a machine translation problem. Although simple and expressive, these approaches ignore rich chemistry knowledge within the chemical reaction and lack of generalization. Besides, such models do not fit into the chemists' analytical process and lack interpretability behind their predictions.
To overcome these challenges, inspired by the expert experience from chemists, we devise a two-step framework to automate the procedure that chemists used to do for retrosynthesis prediction. Note that in this work we focus on the "single step " version (predict possible reactants given the target product) of retrosynthesis problem following previous methods [7] [9] [14] . Our model tackles the "single step " retrosynthesis prediction problem in two steps. Firstly, we propose to identify the potential disconnection edges (bonds) of the target molecule with a novel Edge-informed Graph Attention Network (EGAT), which considers the molecule chemical knowledge by taking atom features and chemical bond features as the graph node and edge features, respectively. Note that this step can also be considered as predicting the reaction center, which chemists think is the key for retrosynthesis prediction. Secondly, once the synthons are obtained by splitting the target molecule according to the identified disconnection bonds, our Reactant Prediction Network (RPN) will try to predict associated reactants given the target and synthons accordingly. Unlike in previous methods [7] [14] , the reactants generation order is undetermined since there is no such supervised correspondence information in the training data, which makes the model training converge much slower and inferior, the reactants generation order is unique in our method. Besides, we find the robustness of the RPN plays an important role in the retrosynthesis. We propose to augment the training data of the RPN by incorporating unsuccessful synthon predictions, which make our RPN able to correct the error and make successful reactant predictions.
Our main contribution can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose to identify the potential disconnection edges with a novel Edge-informed Graph Attention Network (EGAT) which is largely dependent on the chemical knowledge.
(2) By splitting the target molecule into synthons, our RPN is able to determine the reactants generation order. We further propose to augment the training data by introducing unsuccessfully predicted synthons, and which makes our RPN extreme robust and achieve significant improvements.
(3) On the standard USPTO-50K dataset, our proposed method achieves 70.4% and 65.5% Top-1 retrosynthesis accuracy when w/ and wo/ given reaction types, respectively , which outperforms SOTA accuracy 63.2% (w/) and 52.6% (wo/) reported in [9] by a large margin.
Methodology
Notations. Given a molecule M with N atoms, let S be the SMILES [15] representation and G be the graphical representation for the molecule, respectively. For the molecule graph G, denotes the matrix representation of the molecule atom features as X ∈ R N ×F , the tensor representation of the molecule bond features as E ∈ R N ×N ×D , and the adjacency matrix of G as A ∈ R N ×N ×D . Specifically, let x i ∈ R F , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N be the F dimensional feature vector of the atom (node) i. Similarly, e ij ∈ R D , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N ; j = 1, 2, 3, ..., N be the D dimensional feature vector of the bond connecting the atom i and the atom j if the bond b i,j exists. We use P, S, R to presents the product, synthons, and reactants in the reaction formulation, respectively.
Problem Formulation. The one-step retrosynthesis prediction problem (P → R) can be described as given the desired product P , finding out a set of reactants R = {R 1 , R 2 , ...} that can generate the major product P through a valid chemical reaction. It can be regarded as the reverse process of the forward reaction prediction problem (R → P ), which predicts the outcome product P given a set of reactants R = {R 1 , R 2 , ...}.
Method Overview. Before diving into the details of our proposed retrosynthesis prediction framework, let us first loot at the blueprint of our proposed model as illustrated in Figure 1 . Briefly, we can divide the overall retrosynthesis task (P → R) into two closely dependent steps bond disconnection (P → S) and reactant prediction (S → R). The first step bond disconnection is to predict the potential reaction bonds which are changed during the reaction, then we can break down the product P into a set of intermediates called synthons S = {S 1 , S 2 , ...}. Note that each synthon S i corresponds to a reactant molecule R i . The second step is to calibrate and transform the predicted synthons S = {S 1 , S 2 , ...} to the associated reactants R = {R 1 , R 2 , ...}. Although the intermediate synthons are not needed, decomposing the original retrosynthesis task (P → R) into two steps P → S and S → R can have multiple benefits which will be elaborated thoroughly in the following paragraphs. Reaction type Figure 1 : Pipeline overview. We conduct retrosynthesis in two dependent steps bond disconnection prediction and reactant prediction. The first step takes as input the molecule graph built from the product canonical SMILES, and generates intermediate synthons according to the disconnection prediction results. The second step is to generate reactants corresponding to the synthons based on the given product, synthons, and reaction type if applicable.
EGAT for Bond Disconnection Prediction
We treat the bond disconnection prediction as a graph-to-graph transformation problem which is similar to the forward reaction outcome prediction [16] . Given the canonical SMILES representation S P for a product molecule, we firstly convert the SMILES string S P to the corresponding molecule graph G P with N P nodes. We propose a graph neural network named Edge-informed Graph Attention Network (EGAT) which takes the molecule graph G P as the input and predicts the bond disconnection within the graph, which is the main task. What is more, we add an auxiliary graph-level task to restrain the total number of disconnection bonds since there may be multiple combinations of disconnection bonds for a given product. Note that all used features and labels can be extracted automatically from the retrosynthesis dataset. Distinct from the traditional Graph Attention Network (GAT) [17] which is designed to learn node or graph-level representation, our proposed EGAT is also an edge-based model predicting which bonds should be disconnected in the retrosynthesis. As illustrated in Figure 2 , given the input G p = {A p , E p , X p }, different from the GAT which only considers the node embedding h i,j by the following equations: z
where the initial embeddings h
i,j are the input node and edge features
) are trainable parameters in the EGAT, N i is the neighbor nodes of the node i, α i,j is the attention weight between the node i and its neighbor node j, and h
are the output node and and edge representations, respectively.
After stacking L EGAT layers, we can obtain the final edge representation p (L) i,j for the chemical bond between node i and j, as well as node representation h (L) i for each node i. Note that we can also apply multi-head attention mechanism like the original GAT. To predict the disconnection probability for the bond p
and a Sigmoid activation layer to the p
Our optimization goal for bond disconnection prediction is to minimize the negative log-likelihood between the disconnection prediction d i,j and the ground-truth y i,j ∈ {0, 1} through the following binary cross entropy loss function:
where K is the mini-batch data size and bond b i,j exists if the corresponding adjacency element a i,j is non-zero.
The auxiliary task takes as input the graph-level representation which is the output of the READOUT operation over all learned node representation h (L) i . Our READOUT operation is a simple arithmetic mean of all node representations in the graph G, and we find it works well in practice:
Similarly, a fully-connected layer parameterized with W s ∈ R (1+Nmax)×F (L) and a Sof tmax activation function are applied to the graph-level representation to predict the total number of bond disconnection, which is solved as a classification problem here. Each category represents the exact number of disconnection bonds, so there are 1+N max classification categories. N max is the maximum number of possible bonds may be disconnected in the retrosynthesis. The disconnection bond number is predicted as:
The ground truth disconnection number for the molecule k is denoted as N k , and the corresponding prediction is n k N k , the cross entropy loss adopted for the auxiliary task:
Finally, the overall loss function for the EGAT is the linear combination of the L 1 and L 2 :
where α is not a sensitive hype-parameter and we set α = 1 in our practice.
Molecule Atom and Bond Features. The atom and bond features are listed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The most of them are the same to that used in [18] which is for chemical property prediction. We compute these features using the open-source package RDKit [19] . To utilize the provided rich reaction center information, we add a reaction center indicator to the atom features. Besides, for the retrosynthesis dataset with known reaction types, a reaction type indicator is also added to the atom features. 
Reactant Prediction Network
Once we have the bond disconnection prediction results then the corresponding synthons can be obtained immediately by applying the bond disconnection to split the product molecule. We convert the split synthon graphs to SMILES representations using the RDKit tool, though these synthons may be invalid molecule structures. Since each synthon is basically a sub-structure of a reactant, now the remained task S → R is much simpler than the original problem P → R in which even the number of reactants is unknown.
Motivated by the success of the Transformer [20] in natural machine translation, the Transformer is also adapted for reaction outcome prediction [21] and retrosynthesis [14] , in which both the product and reactant are represented in SMILES. Transformer is a sequence-to-sequence model equipped with attention mechanism, both the self-attention and the "encoder-decoder" attention [20] . For more details about the Transformer, we refer readers to [20] and The Illustrated Transformer.
We represent molecules in SMILES, and build a reactant prediction network based on the Transformer module. Different from previous methods treating the Transformer as a magic black box, we inject more chemical knowledge to make the prediction more reasonable, interpretable, and the most importantly more accurate. Specifically, as shown in Figure  3 , the source sequence data is the concatenation of reaction type (if applicable), canonical SMILES of the product, and the associated synthons. The target sequence is the desired reactants arranged according to the synthons. Since the retrosynthesis is closely related to the given product, so the product SMILES is also input into the RPN encoder.
What is more, all synthons should also be observable when predicting the corresponding reactant for each synthon, since the reaction occurs with all reactants. This is achieved through the attention mechanism. With the self-attention mechanism, the product and all synthons are observed when embedding the source sequence, they are also considered when generating the reactant sequence through the "encoder-decoder" attention. Determine Reactants Order. For the first time, the reactants generation order (e.g. which reactant to be generated first if there are two) can be determined by aligning reactants in the target with the synthons in the source, thanks to the intermediate synthons which are associated with reactants one to one. The generation order of reactants is undetermined in previous methods [7] [14] , which naively treats the sequence-to-sequence model as a black box. This uncertainty makes the model training more difficult since there may be multiple orders for the similar training samples. Our method can eliminate the uncertainty easily. Besides, since the synthons order may also be different between the train and validation/test sets, we augment the training samples with reversely arranged synthons and reactants as shown in Figure  3 . We find it works pretty well in our experiments and the comprehensive permutations of synthons is unnecessary.
Make the RPN Robust. To make our RPN robust enough and able to predict reactants even if the disconnection bond prediction is different from the given ground truth, we further augment the RPN training set by including those unsuccessfully predicted synthons on training data. We do not reverse the order of synthons for these augmentation samples like in Figure 3 . We find this measure very effective and will show the improvement in experimental sections.
Experiments

Datasets
We experiment our method on the standard retrosynthesis dataset USPTO-50K [22] which is derived from the USPTO granted patents [23] . USPTO-50K is a standard benchmark which contains 50,000 reactions with 10 reaction types overall. It is widely used in previous retrosynthesis work [7] [6] [14] [9] . We adopt the randomly split training, testing, and validation datasets with 40K, 5K, and 5K, respectively, kindly provided by [6] . For the second step RPN training, we add an extra 28K samples of which the synthons are reversed if there are at least two synthons, and there are 68K training samples in total. We still denote it as USPTO-50K in the following text.
Settings
Metric. For the retrosynthesis, we use the Top-N accuracy as the evaluation metric which is widely used in the previous work. Beam search [24] strategy is adapted to keep the Top-N predictions throughout the generation process. An correct predicted set of reactants must be exactly the same as the ground-truth reactants. Since a molecule can be represented by multiple variants of SMILES string, we evaluate the canonical version of the generated SMILES representations with the ground-truth ones. We also evaluate the EGAT prediction accuracy at the molecule level, both the disconnection bonds and the number of disconnections, to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed EGAT. The bond disconnection accuracy is evaluate at the molecule level, in which it is counted as correct when all disconnection bonds are successfully predicted.
Implementation. We use canonical SMILES representation for both the product and reactants. The SMILES string is tokenized with the regular expression from [25] . Our implementation is based on the PyTorch [26] . Particularly, we use the DGL [27] and OpenNMT [28] to implement our EGAT and RPN models, respectively. As for the EGAT, we stack 3 identical 4-head attentive layers of which the hidden dimension is 128. All embeddings size in EGAT is set to 128, such as F (l) , F (l) , and D (l) , and the N max is set as 4 for the USPTO-50K dataset. We use a threshold of 0.5 to binarize the bond disconnection predictions.
Models Training. We train the EGAT with the loss function L EGAT (11) for 80 epochs. The EGAT parameters are optimized with the Adam [29] with default settings, and the initial learning rate is 0.0005 and it is scheduled to multiply 0.2 every 20 epochs. For the RPN parameters, we train independent models on all dataset variants for 300, 000 iterations until the models are well converged. To make fair comparisons, we keep all experimental settings the same when conduct ablation studies, unless we state it explicitly.
Bond Disconnection Prediction Results
We first report the EGAT results of the bond disconnection prediction. Particularly, we summarize the results of the auxiliary task in Table 3 , and bond disconnection results in Table 4 . The auxiliary task can successfully predict the number of disconnection bonds for 99.2% test molecules when the reaction types are given while 85.8% if unknown, which is significantly helpful to the bond disconnection prediction. As for the main task alone, the EGAT prediction accuracy is 74.9% w/ reaction type and 50.5% wo/ reaction type. However, if we restrict the number of disconnection bonds according to the prediction from the auxiliary task, and select the most probable disconnection bonds, then the bond disconnection prediction accuracy can be boosted to 86.0% and 64.0% when w/ and wo/ reaction types, respectively. The reaction type information plays an important role in the retrosynthesis. The reactions of the same type usually share similar reaction patterns (involved atoms, bonds, and functional groups), it is much easier to predict the disconnection bonds if the reaction type is given. 
Reactant Prediction Results
Fot the evaluation of our RPN, we have two strategies on the formation of the evaluation pipelines. The first one is straight forward, we gather the final bond disconnection results from the first step P → S, and only send the successful disconnection predictions to the second step S → R. The other strategy is to directly send the generated synthons to the second step without considering if the disconnection predictions successful or not. This means that our RPN need to be robust enough to be able to predict from the "wrong" given synthons, and to correct the error to some extent. We call the second evaluation strategy as the direct.
To strengthen the correction ability of our RPN, we also conduct the first step P → S prediction on the 40K training data, and the final accuracy are 89.0% with given reaction types. We can obtain about 4K such correction training samples. So the augmented training data size for the RPN is 72K. Without given reaction types, the final accuracy is 70.0% and there are 12K correction training samples, so the training size for the RPN is 80K. We also train RPN models on the augmented datasets, which are denoted as USPTO-50K-aug. The results are reported in Table 5 . Note that we use the ground truth synthons from testing dataset as the input for the RPN evaluation. These results indicates the upper bound of the overall retrosynthesis prediction accuracy of our method.
We evaluate the overall retrosynthesis prediction accuracy by the two aforementioned strategies, and report results in Tables 6 and 7 . Our method achieves impressive performance on the unseen testing data. For retrosynthesis results w/ given reaction types in Table 6 , all four variants of our proposed method achieve better Top-1 accuracy than the best previously reported accuracy 63.2% [9] . Particularly, the model Ours-aug-direct trained on augmented dataset achieves 70.4% Top-1 accuracy when evaluated with the direct strategy, which improves the previous SOTA 63.2% by 7.2%. As for the results wo/ given reaction types in Table 7 , the model Ours-aug-direct also can improve the best Top-1 accuracy from 52.6% [9] to 65.6%. Table 6 : Results when reaction types are given. aug denotes the model is trained on USPTO-50K-aug dataset, and direct indicates it is evaluated by the direct strategy. The best score in each column is displayed in the bold.
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Top-n Accuracy (%) Table 7 : Results without reaction types. aug denotes the model is trained on USPTO-50K-aug dataset, and direct indicates it is evaluated by the direct strategy. The best score in each column is displayed in the bold.
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Discussion
From the Table 6 and 7, we can find that our proposed method is better at predicting the Top-5 reactant sets, which indicates the predictions of our method lacks of diversity. This is determined by the nature of our RPN model. While template-based methods [6] [9] can achieve high Top-20 and Top-50 accuracy, since these template-based methods can enumerate different reaction templates to make the prediction. To increase the diversity of our predictions, we may design new strategies to select multiple sets of disconnection bonds for each product, which is hopefully able to improve the Top-50 accuracy. This is left as the feature work.
Conclusion
We present a two-step retrosynthesis model, and inject more chemical knowledge into the retrosynthesis prediction, which makes the prediction more interpretable and explainable. Our method achieves 70.4% Top-1 accuracy on the standard USPTO-50K dataset with reaction types given, improving the previously reported best performance 63.2% by a large margin.
